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NF Skin Clinic 2015
• Temporary Funding Australian CTF
• Quality Improvement model
• Dermatology and Genetics

– Excisions and shaving
– RF ablation 
– LASER funded by CTF/donation- preferred treatment 

modality 
– Topical rapamycin/ ketotifen
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Effect of Treatment on Skin and NF Related Symptoms 
(Skindex, NFQoL)
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QoL Outcomes SF36

Power: need 100 patients - aim for end 2019 and 
more definitive treatments in 2019
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Now added 5d itch survey to 
screening PROMs



Question 1: Do the RNS and UMN patient populations 
differ for the various clinical factors?
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Question 2: What is the relationship between each of 
the factors, both overall, and within each site?
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Question 2: What is the relationship between each of 
the factors, both overall, and within each site?
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The correlation between each of the Skindex domains 
are very strong (all correlations (r) are above 0.67). 

Age doesn’t correlate very strongly with the Skindex
scores (all r < 0.25). 

It seems that females have higher Skindex scores on 
all domains. 

As # of cutaneous NFs increase, the Skindex scores 
also increase. The # of cNFs also increases with age, 
and females and those with facial cNFs also tend to 
have more # cNFs.

Those with facial cNFs have higher Skindex scores.

Riccardi severity doesn’t seem to change much for the 
total skindex or the physical average. The more 
severe Riccardi categories may have small emotional 
and functional averages. 



Question 3: Does the relationship between the total avg
skindex score and each of the factors differ by site?
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None of the interactions were significant, so we cannot say that 
the relationship between the total avg Skindex score different 
on any of the clinical factors differed by site. This provides 
some evidence that the data can be combined.



Questions 4: Do the Skindex scores differ between 
sites, after adjusting for the differences in the various 

clinical factors?
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Conclusion
• Overall, the Skindex domain scores at the 

RNS site were higher than the UMN site. 
However, the sites also differed among 
many clinical factors. After adjusting for 
these differences, the Skindex differences 
were now smaller, and mostly non-
significant. 
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